Tablet Splitting of Antiepileptic Drugs in Pediatric Epilepsy: Potential Effect on Plasma Drug Concentrations.
Tablet splitting is the process of dividing a tablet into portions to obtain a prescribed dose of medication. Very few studies have investigated whether split parts of a tablet deliver the expected amount of drug to patients. Our objectives were to evaluate the split parts of adult-dose tablet formulations for percentage of weight deviation, weight uniformity, weight loss, drug content, and the content uniformity of four antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) prescribed to pediatric patients. We also measured AED plasma concentrations in the children. We chose to study first-line AEDs (phenytoin sodium [PHE], sodium valproate [SVA], carbamazepine, and phenobarbitone) as they are routinely prescribed in India. We asked caregivers to perform the same splitting process they follow in their homes on three whole tablets during their routine visit to the outpatient department. After caregivers split the tablets, we studied the weight and content of the split parts. We also used high-performance liquid chromatography to study plasma drug concentrations in children who had received split AEDs for at least 4 months. A total of 168 caregivers participated in the study, and we analyzed 1098 split tablet parts. In total, 539 (49.0 %) split parts were above the specified limit of the 2010 Indian Pharmacopeia (IP) acceptable percentage weight deviation (PHE 169 [48.8 %], SVA 187 [51.9 %], carbamazepine 56 [41.1 %], phenobarbitone 127 [49.6 %]); 456 (41.5 %) split parts were outside the proxy IP specification for drug content (PHE 135 [39.0 %], SVA 140 [38.8 %], carbamazepine 51 [37.5 %], phenobarbitone 130 [50.7 %]), and 253 split parts were outside the acceptable content uniformity range of <85 % and >115 % (PHE 85 [24.5 %], SVA 98 [27.2 %], carbamazepine 14 [10.2 %], phenobarbitone 56 [21.8 %]). In total, 130 (72.2 %) patients had plasma drug concentrations outside the therapeutic range (PHE 36 [72.0 %], SVA 39 [78.0 %], carbamazepine 34 [68.0 %], phenobarbitone 21 [70.0 %]). Splitting adult-dosage formulations of AEDs results in patients not receiving the optimal dose. Plasma drug concentrations are also not optimal. Pediatric dosage formulations should be preferred to splitting adult-dosage formulations in pediatric epilepsy.